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The College of Law’s 180-seat lecture theatre, in which a TeamMate Tutor lectern is a key teaching aid for professors and guest speakers

Tools for schools
The use of a-v in the education
market is becoming a musthave feature. There are both
opportunities and rewards to
be had by providing teachers
with new tools so that their
students can find lessons more
engaging. Geny Caloisi reports
on a range of different projects
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Technical upgrade for
improved learning
College of Law
The College of Law, with a network of six colleges
around the UK, has updated its a-v to improve
presentations and teaching. Working with systems
designer Reflex, the college first upgraded the 180seat lecture theatre at its Chancery Lane campus.
A TeamMate Tutor lectern was installed into
which was built all the required a-v technology and
PC/laptop network access. Additional equipment
includes a DVD/VCR, an amplifier and an AMX
16-button control system built into the lectern.
This allows the lecturer to turn all the equipment on
and off or switch from one media to another at the
push of a button. A Smart Sympodium interactive
tablet gives lecturers the ability to interact with the
material displayed on screen.
The job was completed with an amplifier,
gooseneck microphone and Elmo 5600 document
camera which allows printed material to be shown
onscreen and displayed to a large audience.
Reflex also installed an Epson EMP8300 projector
into the ceiling for the projection of source material
to a main screen. Two 42in NEC plasma screens act
as relay monitors. Existing classroom projectors
were replaced with Epson EMP83 projectors for
standardisation and future networking capabilities.
In the college’s 12 training rooms for its Bar
Vocational Course, Reflex installed 40in LCD

screens along with cameras, DVD recorders and
boundary microphones.
The college also has 40 oral skills rooms where
video assessments are recorded using Panasonic
camcorders linked to a VHS/Combi TV for its
Graduate Diploma in Law and Legal Practitioner
Courses. The college was unhappy with the poor
sound and picture quality and decided to upgraded
from VHS to DVD, improving the audio quality and
playback facilities. The oral skills rooms also had
30in LCD screens installed along with DVD
recorders and boundary microphones.
Finally, the college’s reception area now informs
and entertains teachers, students and visitors with
its digital signage.
www.college-of-law.co.uk
www.reflex.co.uk

The College of Law’s lecture theatre
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seeing the big picture with
Classroom of the Future
Notre Dame high school

london metropolitan university (LMU)

If you want to know what the education
London Metropolitan University (LMU) started
environment of the future will look like, you won’t
the new term with 83 of its classrooms kitted
need a time machine. Notre Dame High School in
out with projectors and interactive whiteboards.
Norwich claims to have created a ‘Classroom of the
The project was installed by Touchvision, a-v
Future’ in its science lab. Following a successful
supplier and a part of the MediaZest Group.
grant application to the Department for Children,
Using a red-amber-green control screen,
Schools and Families (DCSF) for the project, the
the university’s technical support team can
school has developed a sophisticated ecoinstantly see when and where an individual
environment incorporating a multi-purpose
piece of equipment in any classroom has a
laboratory, complete with a-v infrastructure.
fault. The result is an improved educational
LSI Architects masterminded the conversion of
environment for students and staff, with
what was formerly a library in the Lady Julian
the reduced cost of technical support and
Building. And the school’s IT core support team,
administration. LMU ranks as London’s largest
headed by IT services manager David Whitworth,
unitary university, with more than 34,000
turned to local a-v integration company, Snelling
students, including almost 7,000 international
Business Systems, to implement a futuristic vision
students from 155 countries. The a-v equipment
by creating a digital network in which science
has been installed at five key sites at the North
students could interact with a 100in dnp Supernova
Campus, near Islington. Each room has a
One optical front projection screen.
projector in the ceiling and an a-v desk with
Snelling MD Toby Wise says: ‘The school wanted
PC, DVD player, amplifier, lectern microphone,
a wow factor. When we looked at the architect’s
document visualiser, infrared for the hard of
plans and saw the drop-down screen, it was obvious
hearing, and a control system.
that with the high ambient light level — caused by
Mark Bardouille, LMU project manager, says:
the big sash windows — a high output projection
‘By increasing the amount of equipment in each
would have been required.
classroom, we have reduced the time staff have
In the end we decided that a high-contrast front
to spend moving it from one place to another.
projection screen would offer the most cost-effective
We’ve also increased security by reducing the
solution. The Supernova screen’s y f
potential for damage or theft.’
deflecting ambient light enhances the colour and
Another benefit Bardouille highlights is that
contrast of the image.’
technology use has increased now that it is in a
The classroom houses f
projectors, one at more fixed, controlled and safe environment.
either end of the room, one addressing the active
‘And the consistency of a-v systems across the
whiteboards and one driving the verti
projection.
campus makes it more familiar to staff, reducing
In addition to tuking feeds from up to 32 laptops,
they will also be addressed by conventionul
playback devices — and the microscopes and
visualisers of the future.
biosphere, wind turnbine and solar panels have
The new science lab accommodute 70 desks
been incorporated.
at its full extent or be divided by a f
partiTim
ion.
Mullis, head of science at Notre Dume,
‘We have as which film what is g
on
believes that Supernova will encourage new
in the other room and which be fed back to the
teaching methods.
main projector,’ says Whitworth. The need f
high ‘Having a far bigger screen with this degree of
visual acuity inside the lab matched by the
contrast lets us display more images,’ he says.
futuristi eco-vision in the garden outside, where a ‘Students operating a laptop can work on the screen

Notre Dame High School classroom with its newly-fitted 100in dnp Supernova projection screen
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training time,’ he added. ‘The student experience
is also enhanced by having introduced more
advanced technology into classrooms.’
After going out to competitive tender in
December 2007, the university awarded
Touchvision the £800,000 contract to
design and install the system. ‘Touchvision
was able to offer a level of experience and
expertise, demonstrating how it would ensure
safe working practices in line with university
regulations,’ says Bardouille. Each classroom
was reviewed and tailored by the Touchvision
team, which then produced a detailed schedule
of the project rollout. However, not everything
was straightforward since a big part of the
work had to be done during teaching periods.
The installation is now completed and fully
operational.

www.mediazest.com

LMU has upgraded 83 classrooms

and, used in conjunction with a whiteboard, we can
display things such as the periodi tuble that we
couldn’t have done before.
‘From being a rather drab school room this now
has a new lease of li e.
‘It also allows us to show elements that are
too small or too large to bring into the lab — for
example, we have a simulation of all the satellites
that are in orbit around the Earth in real time.
On a television it would just be a blur of dots.’
The school has since won a further grant from The
Wolfson Foundation for data logging equipment
and tutorial-driven experiments. Part of this grant
will be allocated to the new mi roscope, which will
plug into a computer and project the enlarged
image on to the Supernova.
Whitworth says: ‘In time we will also introduce
videoconferencing, but it’s important to progress at
the right rate and not try to grow too quickly.’
Notre Dame High School can today support
around 500 PCs, 100 laptops, 80 multimedia
projectors and 25 interactive whiteboards among its
facilities — all combined into one network. It is also
linked into the county’s Joint Academi NETwork
(JANET), a Government-funded internet research
network dedi ated to schools.n
www.rearpro.com
www.eventms.com
www.amrc.co.uk

